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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present a new bifurcation or branching phenomenon which 
we call multiple limit point bifurcation. It is of course well known that bifurca- 
tion points of some nonlinear functional equation 
G(u, A) = 0 
are solutions (u,, , A”) at which two distinct smooth branches of solutions, say 
[U(E), A(C)] and [C(C), A(E)], intersect nontangentially. The precise nature of limit 
points is less easy to specify but they are also singular points on a solution 
branch; that is, points (uO, A,) = (u(O), X(O)), say, at which the Frechet deri- 
vative 
is singular. Furthermore G A’J T G,(u, , A,) is not in the range of GUo at a limit 
point. The converse must be true at a bifurcation point if dim JV(G,O) = 1 (see 
[4]). Thus to have bifurcation at a limit point, dim N(G,O) > 2. This is one of 
the reasons it had not been observed previously; there are relatively few studies 
of bifurcation at multiple “eigenvalues.” 
Limit points are easily confused with turning points or folding points of a 
solution branch because the two are frequently identical. The latter occurs at a 
point where X(E) has a relative maximum or minimum on the branch. The 
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FIG. 1. (a) Limit point or turning point. (b) Bifurcation at a turning point. (c) Bi- 
furcation at a limit point. 
typical sketch of such behavior is shown in Fig. la. Bifurcations at such turning 
points are not uncommon and typically occur as shown in Fig. lb. However, 
true limit points bifurcations behave as shown in Fig. Ic. The main distinction 
in these figures is that A(E)/& == 0 at a limit point on every branch but not so 
at a turning point bifurcation. We shall also show that limit points cannot 
occur on the trival solution branch [u, A] = [0, A], which is usually assumed to 
exist in bifurcation studies. This is another reason they have escaped detection. 
In Section 2 we define limit points more precisely. Then by considering the 
derivatives [C(E), X(E)] and [ii(e), x(e)] at two mutually distinct kinds of singular 
points, regular bifurcation points and limit points, we derive two sets of alge- 
braic equations. These equations are closely related to those used in perturba- 
tion theory to construct approximations to the solution branches through singu- 
lar points. 
In Section 3 we show that for each isolated root of the so-called limit point 
bifurcation equations (LPBE) there exists a distinct solution branch through the 
limit point. The proof uses Implicit Function theoretic methods and a new 
lemma for determining the nonsingularity of appropriate linear operators on 
product spaces into product spaces. These methods are thus all constructive, 
could imply iterative techniques, and suggest numerical methods (which we do 
not discuss here). 
In Section 4 we show how these same techniques yield a new proof of regular 
bifurcation from multiple eigenvalues. Finally in Section 5 we find upper bounds 
on the number of solution arcs through singular points that are determined by 
isolated roots. This merely requires an application of the classical Bezout 
theorem of algebraic geometry. 
2. THE BIIWRCATION EQUATIONS 
We study the branching of solutions of an equation of the form 
G(u, A) = 0. (2.1) 
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Here u is an element of some Banach space %, X is a real parameter, and G is an 
operator mapping X x Iw into some Banach space Y. It is assumed that a 
solution (us , h,) is known at which the Frechet derivative of G with respect to U, 
denoted by G,O = G,(zl, , h,), is singular. Of course this is necessary for bran- 
ching to occur at (u. , X,) [9]. We assume the following: 
J(G,O) = Span{+, ...,A,,l II A I! = 1, i=l ,..., m, 
%(G,O) is closed, codim S?(G,O) = m. 
(2.2) 
Here dl ,..., 6, are linearly independent. Assumption (2.2) requires G,O to be a 
Fredholm operator of index zero. The adjoint or dual operator Gy : Y* --f X* 
will have, say, 
~l’(Gz*) = span{+:,..., +c}, (2.3) 
and then the range of G,O is characterized by 
W(G,,“) = {J E V 1 t+!~fy = 0; i = I,..., ml. 
We also choose +p E X*, i = I,..., ttz, to satisf! 
(2.4) 
4?4j = 6i, 9 i,j=l m, ,*.*, (2.5) 
We proceed with the study of solutions of (2.1) near (u. , ho) by first assuming 
the existence of a solution arc (U(E), h(c)) depending smoothly on some para- 
meter E. Then we derive various relations which must necessarily be satisfied at 
(u, , X0) on such an arc. Hence, suppose we have 
G@(E), A(E)) = 0, I F I < E,, , (2.6) 
with (u(O), X(0)) q = (u. , X0). Differentiating (2.6) twice with respect to E and 
evaluating at E = 0 we get 
G,Oti(O) + G,Oi(O) = 0, (2.7) 
G,,“ii(O) + G$(O) = -(G;&(O) G(O) + 2GP,,ti(O) x(O) + G$(O)*). (2.8) 
Here GO,, is the second Frechet derivative of G with respect to II evaluated at 
(ql, AJ), $0) = (du/d&, > etc. Assuming C” smoothness we could write the 
infinite sequence of perturbation equations representing the nth derivative of 
(2.6) for n = 1, 2,.... But as we shall see only the first two of this sequence may 
be required to yield a rigorous existence theory. Existence of $0) a “solution” 
of (2.7), forces x(O) G,,O E S?(G,O), and so there are two distinct possibilities: 
(i) G,,O E W( G,O) 
(ii) GA0 4 %!(G,O) but X(0) = 0. 
(2.9) 
409/75/2-9 
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The first case is the one usually considered and so will be called a regular 
bifurcation point. The second case will be called a limit point. 
We proceed with the first case for a moment and consider 
Gua40 + GA0 = 0; 
(2.10) 
+,3, = 0, j = l,..., m. 
This problem has a unique solution, &, , and so the general solution of (2.7) can 
be written as 
Ii(O) = f tj$j P to = X(0). (2.11) 
3=0 
At present the other scalars, 5, , i f 0, are arbitrary. If we use this solution in 
(2.8) we find that a necessary condition for the existence of a “solution” ii(O) is, 
recalling (2.9i) and (2.4), 
Here we have introduced 
Equations (2.12) are homogeneous and thus admit rays of solutions. To avoid 
this and to fix a definition of the parameter E we adjoint the normalization equa- 
tion 
too” + cy + *.. + [,,2 q = 1. 
System (2.12) and the additional relation can be written in the compact form 
(2.14) 
Here 
(2.15) 
B = (bid, c = (Cl )..., cm)=. 
Equations (2.14) are called the Algebraic Bijiircation Equations (ABE) and are 
(m + 1) quadratic equations for the (m + I) unknowns to ,-.., & . It is the solu- 
tion of these equations that is usually considered in bifurcation problems. 
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We return now to the second possibility (2.9ii). In this case there is no solution 
of (2.10) and so the general solution of (2.7) must be replaced by 
40) = : t,+i 9 to = X(0) = 0. (2.16) 
I=1 
Now since d, =- z,@G,,O += 0 for at least one i we define 
d = (d, ,..,, d,)=, rl = @>, 
and find that the existence of a solution ii(O) satisfying (2.8) requires 
(2.17) 
The last equation is once again chosen to determine a unique parameter, E. 
These equations will be called the Limit Point Bifurcation Equations (LPBE). In 
Section (3) isolated roots of these equations will be shown to guarantee the 
existence of a solution arc through (u. , &,). At present, let us suppose we have a 
root (90, 170) of (2.17). Then defining 
we may solve 
G Ova + voGAo = -G~,@“@o. u 
The solution Vo is not unique but we make it so by requiring 
(2.18a) 
gv” = 0, i = I,..., m. (2.18b) 
Not all roots (go, TO) of the LPBE can be guaranteed to generate solution arcs; 
however, isolated roots do so. Specifically the root (go, TO) is isolated iff the Jaco- 
bian matrix of (2.17) evaluated at the root is nonsingular. This Jacobian is 
(m + 1) x (m + 1) and is given by 
Some conditions under which isolation will occur are given in the following 
section. It is easily shown that isolation of a root of the LPBE is sufficient to 
allow a formal perturbation expansion to be carried out to all orders [2]. This 
merely implies that the solvability of all higher-order equations can be guaran- 
teed; it says nothing about convergence or asymptotic representation of such 
expansions. 
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3. SOLUTION ARCS AND THE LPBE 
The existence of smooth solution arcs through (us, &) will be guaranteed by 
an application of a form of the Implicit Function Theorem which is stated in 
Appendix I. This is a common approach in bifurcation theory, the only problem 
being that of setting up an appropriate set of equations to which the Implicit 
Function Theorem will apply. Our choice is motivated by a result of Keller [3] 
which we state as; 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X and V be Banach spaces and consider a bnear operator 
d: X x Ft’ + Y s W, of the form 
d z ($ ,", , 
where 
/2:X-Y, B: R’-+V, 
c*: x -+ w, D: W---f R’. 
(i) If A is nonsingular then ,ti is nonsingular it 
(D - C*A-‘B) is nonsingular. (3.la) 
(ii) If A is singular and 
dim N(A) = codim g’(A) = r > I, (3.lb) 
then 222 is nonsi~gular iff 
(c,,) dimW(B) = r, (cl) 9(B) nW(A)=O, 
(3.k) 
(cs) dimW(C*) = r, (CQ) .N(A)nJ"(C*)==O. 
(iii) If A is singular and dim N(A) > r then &’ is singular. 
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix II. 1 
This result gives conditions under which a system with singular operator il 
may be “embedded” in a larger system with operator &’ which is nonsingular 
(and hence to which the Implicit Function Theorem can apply.) We first use 
this lemma to study the algebraic LPBE. With the partitioning of the Jacobian 
of (2.17) as indicated in (2.19) it easily follows that a root (go, TO) of (2.17) is 
isolated iffz 
aSo) is nonsingular, (3.2i) 
or 
110 -= 0, M(A(gO)) = span{c”l, d $ %4(5O). (3.2ii) 
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The following result now guarantees the existence of a smooth solution arc 
(U(E), h(c)) through (u. , o h ) for each isolated roof of the LPBE. 
‘I’HEOREM 3.3. Let G(u, A) be a C” mapping (k >, 2) from X x R to Y. 
Let G,O -1 G,(u,, A,) satisfy (2.2) and {@}~“=l satisfy (2.5). Let ($, TO) be an 
isolated root of the LPBE (2.17). L e v” be the unique solution of (2.18). Then t 
36, > 0 and unique functions (o(c), V(E), y(e)) such that V 1 E 1 < c0 
G (u. + e@(e) + f V(E), A, + f ~(6)) = 0, 
$$(E) = 0, i = l,..., m. 
Here the O(E), T(C), v(e) are C’;-” functions of l with 
&;(O) = ‘so, j = I,..., m, 
m = q”, (3.4) 
v(0) = 4. 
Proof. In order to apply the Implicit Function Theorem we define the 
system 
= ;-(Guov + G;,@@ + ?GAo), E = 0; (3.5) 
where @ = xJtl &$, . Clearly then 
gk”, Ku, q”, 0) = hi(v”, go, r1O, 0) = 0, i = I,..., m + 1. 
To generate a solution arc we study the Frechet derivative of (3.5) at this root. 
That is, we examine 
J- Q, h, ,..., hr,,,) 
a+, 5,171 I (¶JO p nO.0) , , ’ 
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which- has the structure 
2 J= 
Grco ( G:,@~l----------G~u@+, 1 G,; 
I---------------------l----- 
q / 
o--------------J) j 0 
I 1 / 
I I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
im* j 
b----p---------6 
I j 
j 0 
I-------- -_-__- ----_--i_-_-_ 
0 / 44,0---------~~--~4~mo i 0 
Relabeling, this can be written as 
etc. 
Since J: X x iW+l- Y x Rmfl we may apply Lemma 3.1. But first we apply 
the lemma to a. Suppose that q” f 0. Then clearly dim JV(A,) = codim 9(A,) 
= m. So we are in case (ii) of Lemma 3.1 as applied to A. Since {@}Er are 
linearly independent (ca) is satisfied. Also N(A,) n .K(C,*) = {0} from (2.5). 
Now suppose Boy E S?(A,). Then @Boy = 0, i = l,..., m, so A&O) y = 0. This 
implies y -= 0 since il(S*) is nonsingular by the assumed isolation and (3.2). 
Finally dim W(B,) = m since Boy = 0 forces ,4($) y = 0 requiring y = 0. 
Hence A is nonsingular. To deduce the same for J we must consider 
To calculate ,!? we solve /k = 8, where x = (t), that is, 
(3.6) 
CgzJ = 0. (3.7) 
Solvability of (3.6) requires A@) y = d, which has the unique (up to a mul- 
tiple) solution y = -~s/~O. Then (3.7) forces o = -ws/#‘. Thus 3 = 
0 + 4(~ooT50/~o) = 4/9 # 0 and J is nonsingular. 
We now suppose 70 = 0 and solve Ax = 0, which is 
(3.8) 
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Solvability of (3.8) q re uires A@) y = 0 so y = 50 by isolation. Hence from 
(3.9), e, = 8. Thus dim N(A) = 1. To find codim W(A*) = dim N(A*) we 
solve d*y* = 0; that is; 
v*G;,@$, = 0, j = I,..., m. (3.11) 
Since #, j = I,..., m, are not in 9(pU*), from (2.5), we see that y = 0. Thus 
V* = ZE, aj$j* and (3.11) f orces ;l(S”) a = 0 so a = $ by isolation. Hence 
codim W(a) = 1 and we are in case (ii) applied to J. dim W(B) = 1 since 
d # 0 implies GA0 # 0. Since port0 = 1, dim 9(C*) = 1. Also N(a) n 
Jr/-(C*) = 0 since 
M(A) = span (s) and 6* (i:) = 5mg = 1. 
Finally 9?(B) n 92(/f) = 0 since a.~ = B requires A(sO) y = d, a contra- 
diction since d $99(A(gs)) by isolation. Hence J is nonsingular. 
The mappings h,(v, 5,~~ E), i = l,..., m + 1, are all Ck with respect to all 
arguments, whereas g(v, 5, 7, c) is only Ch-* with respect to E. Since J is non- 
singular the Implicit Function Theorem, stated in Appendix I, guarantees the 
existence of a solution arc through (uO, ho) satisfying (3.3), (3.4). 1 
We note that the uniqueness given by the Implicit Function Theorem only 
applies locally to the solution branch containing (3.4). Each such isolated root of 
the LPBE generates a locally unique solution arc. 
4. SOLUTION ARCS AND THE ABE 
The approach of the previous section can be applied to the roots of the ABE 
as well, and the corresponding results are included for completeness. 
Suppose (go, too) is a root of the ABE (2.14). We construct the unique solution 
vo of 
where 
Guovo = -(G:,/D”@o + 2G:,@0500 + Gf&‘); (4.la) 
m 
Do = 1 &?$j; lgv” = 0, i = l,..., m. 
i=o 
The Jacobian matrix of the ABE evaluated at this root is given by 
A($) + 50°B ’ Go + fo°C 
2J = ------ ----- ------ . 
5. OT 
I 
50" 
(4.1 b) 
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Now a simple application of Lemma 3.1 shows that the root is isolated iff 
-J(C) -k &,“B is nonsingular, (4.3i) 
or 
5,” = 0, J%W”)) = Span(S”), BE0 $9(&O)). (4.3ii) 
We then have the following: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let G(u, h) be a Ch mapping with respect to u and A. Let G,O 
satisfy (2.2). Suppose (go, too) IS an isolated root of the ABE (2.14) and w” is the 
unique solution of (4.1). Then 3r, > 0 and unique functions (a(c), Z)(E), to(e)) such 
that V 1 E j < e. , 
G (uo + E [Q(E) + $ v(e)] t A, t &,(E)) ;= 0, 
@k) := : E,(c)+, , (4.4) 
,- -0 
g%(E) =: 0, i = l,..., m. 
Here the &i(e), v(c) are Ch-2 functions of E with 
tj(O) = 5,‘~ j = O,..., m, 
v(0) = z-0. 
(4.5) 
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 3.3 and is omitted. 1 
Although the results of Theorem 4.4 are well known in several contexts 
[5, 6, 8, 91, the method of proof employing Lemma 3.1 is original. Specifically 
the Implicit Function Theorem is employed only once. In previous approaches 
it is applied in tendam; once in a Banach space setting (involving GUo), and again 
in a finite-dimensional setting (involving the ABE). It is Lemma 3.1 which 
allows both parts to be treated simultaneously. 
5. BOUNDS ON THE NUMBER OF BRANCHES 
We now consider the question of the maximum number of isolated roots the 
LPBE may have. We see from (2.17) that if (6, ,..., E,,, ,T] is a root then 
(-[i ,..., --&, 7) is also a root. This corresponds to the two tangent vectors 
th = ;t(ti(O), x(O)) = (&C,=, &O$, , 0) determined by the direction of approach 
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to (u,, , A,). Since both roots relate to the same solution arc they will not be 
considered distinct. Writing 7 = {* in (2.17) we define 
,,I 
fG I ,..., 5,, , 5) = C a&S,, t i” d, , i = I,..., 172. (5.1) 
,,h=l 
Equations (5.1) are m equations in (m + 1) unknowns, homogeneous of degree 
2 and so B&out’s theorem (see [ 11) permits a maximum of 2”’ isolated roots in the 
m-dimensional complex projective plane. We note that if (5, ,..., t,, , 5) is a 
root of (5.1), then so is (-5, ,..., -f,,, , l), which is distinct in @PI” but not for 
our purposes. Thus we can have at most 2”-l isolated real roots of the LPBE. 
In the case of a one-dimensional null space, m = 1, there is a unique solution 
arc through a limit point. This is perhaps the reason bifurcation from limit 
points has previously escaped attention. Another reason would be the difficulty 
in constructing examples of such points. In many bifurcation problems, a 
simple or “trivial” solution (U(X), A) . k IS nown a priori. Subtracting this solution 
results in a system where G(0, A) = 0 for all A. Hence at any point where 
bifurcation may occur, one has G Ao = 0. It is precisely through limit points that a 
solution parametrized by h is inappropriate. Complex problems having no 
known trivial state and requiring numerical calculation offer perhaps the best 
opportunity to observe multiple limit point bifurcation. 
APPENDIX I 
The implicit Function Theorem employed in proving Theorems 3.3 and 4.4 
is the version stated and proved in Nirenberg [7]: 
THEOREM. Let X, Y, and E be Banach spaces and F(x, y) be a mapping of an 
open set UC X x Y into E. Assume F is k 3 1 times continuously da@rentiable in 
U. Suppose (x0 , yo) E U and F(xo , y,) = 0. Then ifFz(xo , yo) is an isomarphism 
of X onto Z: for some suficiently small r > 0 there exists a ball B,(y,) = 
{Y I IIY -yoIl <r> and a unique k times continuously di&rentiable mapping 
u: B,( yo) --f X such that u( yo) = x0 and F(u( y), y) = 0. 
APPENDIX II 
The basic Lemma 3.1 was introduced and proved for the special case X = V 
by Keller in [4]. It also appears without proof in [3]. We give here a proof for the 
general case following essentially the proofs in [4] and in Decker [2]. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. To prove &’ nonsingular we must show that it is both 
one to one and onto. We do this by considering 
.d (;) = (i;) ) (A.1) 
where x E X, y E V, and 5, T) E R’. Thus ~1 is nonsingular iff 
Ax+ Bt=y, 
(existence) 
(A.2a) 
C*x+ D[=q, (A.2b) 
has a solution for every (y, 7) and 
Ax + B[ = 0, (A.3a) 
C”x+ D[=O, 
(uniqueness) 
(A.3b) 
has only the trivial solution. We now consider the three cases of the lemma. 
Case (i). Suppose A is nonsingular. Then from (A3a) 
and this in (A3b) gives 
(D - C*A-1B) ,$ = 0. 
Thus if (3.la) holds then f = 0 and also x = 0 so uniqueness follows. Further 
from (A2a) 
.v = k’(y - Bc$) (-444 
and then (A2b) implies 
(D - C*A-‘B) [ = rl - C*A+‘_y. Wb) 
So a solution of (A2) exists for all (J, 7,) and (3.la) implies JQ’ is nonsingular. 
To show that (3.la) is necessary when r-l is nonsingular assume that ,z? is 
also nonsingular. Then (A2) has a solution for all (y, 7) and so does (A4b). 
Taking y = 0 this implies (3. I a). 
Case (ii). Suppose (3.1 b) holds and (3.lc,)-(3. I ca) are satisfied. We show that 
JZI is then nonsingular. First, if (A3) is satisfied but B[ # 0 then Ax + 0. This 
would violate (3.1~~) so we must have Bt = LX = 0. Now (3.1~“) implies, since 
5 E R’, that [ = 0. Also from (A3) we get that C*X = 0. Now (3.1~~) implies 
.I’ = 0 and uniqueness follows. 
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From (3.1 b) we know that 
where dim M, = r. However, since dim 9(B) = r and 9’(B) n B?(A) = 0 from 
(3.14 (3.14 we can take Y, =9?(B). Thus for any YEV there exist X,EX 
and [ E W such that 
Ax,=y-BB5‘. 
For this y the general solution of (A2a) is then 
To solve (A2b) we need only find z, E M(A) such that 
Since M(.4) n .N(C*) = 0 and dim B(C*) = Y by (3.14, (3.14 we can find 
such a co for any 7 E W. So existence holds and (3.1co)-(3.1c,) is a sufficient 
condition. 
To show necessity let d be nonsingular while (3. lb) holds. For any 
~1 E 9(--l) 3 5 E W such that 
y-Bf=AXEW(A). 
So (3.14 must hold, recalling (3.lb). If (3.14 fails to hold then for some 
x0 f 0 
Ax, = c*x, = 0. 
Thus (x, 5) = (x0, 0) is a nontrivial solution of (A3) contradicting uniqueness. 
Let 
and note that 
-44 = span& ,..., 6) 
The set {vi ,..., vr} must be linearly independent for J&’ nonsingular and hence 
(3.14 holds. Finally if (3.1~~) fails then for some x0 # 0, L-l.r, = C*x, = 0 and 
(A3a) has nontrivial solutions. Again uniqueness is violated. 
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Case (iii) Suppose dim h,‘(A) > 1’. Th en there are independent elements 
$,EX, 1 <j<r + 1, for which A$, = 0. But the set C*$, , I .,: j 5; r f- I, 
must be dependent. So there are nontrivial scalars 01~ such that Cl:: a)+, 
f 0 satisfies C”s = 0 and -lx = 0. Thus uniqueness can be violated so .d is 
singular. 1 
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